
and remote sensor
Bathroom thermostat

Wiring centre

‘An energy efficient system’ combining two 
tried and tested solutions – using traditional 
wall hung radiators as the heat emitters, 
with the more advanced zone control 
system provided with all underfloor heating 
systems. With the Emmeti Topway T2 
manifold sitting in the heart of it. 

Contact us or download the PDF from our 
website for full details. 

Radiator System 
Manifolds

Plumbing 

Manifolds

UFH System 

Components

Zone 

Controls

Fitting 

Systems

For more information call us on 01993 824900 or visit www.emmeti.co.uk

Engineered Water Solutions
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Topway T2 Pre-assembled manifolds

Nickel plated extruded brass manifold pre-assembled for immediate mounting 
for both radiator and underfloor systems
Available in 1” and 1¼” sizes, from 2 ways to 12 ways with integral flow 
control valves to suit a wide range of system requirements
Provided with integral double regulating lockshields or flowmeter lockshields, 
and electrothermic bodies (ready for electrothermic heads) per circuit.
Can be surface mounted, concealed in a choice of purpose designed plastic or 
metal cabinets or within a partition wall for a flexible solution to location
Manifold flow and return outlets are offset for space saving and ease of 
installation
For ball valves, fittings and Monoblocco pipe connectors for a wide range of 
pipe types and sizes, see section 5
For electrothermic actuators and matching zone controls to meet or exceed 
Building Regulations requirements, see section 6

Topway T2 Single Bar Manifolds

Nickel plated extruded brass manifold with integral flow control valves for both 
radiator and underfloor systems
Available in 1” and 1¼” sizes, from 2 ways to 12 ways for the widest range of 
system requirements
Single bars can be mounted separately or close coupled and concealed in a 
choice of purpose designed plastic or metal cabinets maximising installation 
flexibility
For ball valves, fittings and Monoblocco pipe connectors for a wide range of 
pipe types and sizes, see section 5
For electrothermic actuators and matching zone controls to meet or exceed 
Building Regulations requirements, see section 6.
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Electrothermic Heads

Tried and tested wax/copper element
 Available for both  230V and 24V operation
 Two-wire normally closed and normally open versions available
 Four-wire normally closed version with auxiliary switch
 Includes pop-up indicator to show actuator status
 M32 x 1.5 securing ring for ease of installation and maintenance

EWC-1 Wiring Centre Range

A built in isolating switch allows access to thermostats and actuators safely, 
without isolating the whole electrical system. 
 The status of system circuits can be seen immediately, with call for heat LED 
lights on the front face of the centre 
 A power, boiler and pump light fitted as standard, for ease of management 
 The facility to connect up to five actuators per zone thermostat 
 Fully integrated earth connection, for fast and easy installation of pump or other 
earthed equipment. 
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Touchscreen Digital Thermostats

Touchscreen Programmable Thermostat

Extra large, backlit LCD display for clarity
 Simple-to-use touchscreen interface
 Two digital thermostat range, one with blue 
backlit display and one with innovative three 
colour display to indicate below/at/ above set 
temperature
 Night setback function on both thermostats for 
comfort, convenience and economy
Automatic frost protection function
‘Call for Heat’ symbol in display

Extra large, backlit LCD display for clarity
 Simple-to-use touchscreen interface for 
temperature and differential settings
 Simple-to-use dipswitch programming with 24 
one-hour setting periods with two temperature 
settings
 Innovative three colour display to indicate below/
at/above set temperature
 Convenience and economy
 Automatic frost protection function
‘Call for heat’ , comfort and night setback 
symbols in display
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Topway T2 Manifold System

Heating manifolds

T2 manifolds

T2 manifolds can be used in heating applications not only 
for radiator or other heat emitter based systems but  
also for underfloor heating/cooling systems using a 
separate low temperature heat source or mixing valve 
control set.

For radiator based or perimeter heating systems time 
and temperature control is centralised at the manifold 
allowing individual room temperature control if required. 
No TRV is needed in the room itself which can be 
controlled by a room thermostat or programmable room 
thermostat.

The thermostat is wired back to the manifold via a wiring 
centre which requires electrothermic heads on the 
return rail. This method is in compliance with Building 
Regulations Part L1 (conservation of fuel and power) and 
best practice GPG301, 302 and GIL 59 (CHeSS).

The function of the TRV (temperature control) and the 
lockshield (balancing) are now integrated on the manifold.

More importantly, the electrical interlock required by 
Building Regulations Part L1 is provided directly by the 
thermostats controlling room temperature.

For underfloor heating systems, see details of our 
separate range of our T3 UFH Control Sets in section 
4 - ‘Heating Manifolds T3’. The individual time and 
temperature control allowed by Topway T2 manifolds 
would be connected as for radiator systems using a 
wiring centre and one thermostat or programmable 
thermostat per underfloor heating zone.

The advantages

This state of the art option is pre-assembled onto the 
bracket, making for quick and easy installation. It has an 
electrothermic body integrated for each return circuit, 
ready to be actuated by the electrothermic head. The 

electrothermic heads, via a wiring centre, are connected 
to the room thermostats located in each room or zone.

The manifold includes lockshields on the flow rail, double 
regulating for individual circuit isolation, and manual 
setting of flow control for heat balancing per radiator. 
It also includes automatic air vents and drain-off (filling) 
points as standard, and a standard option with integrated 
flow meters is also available. All of these reduce 
commissioning time, no longer having to physically move 
to each room or zone.

Integrated functions

Central control for distribution, manual isolation by circuit 
or by floor, commissioning of each zone by balancing, 
system air venting and automatic “electrical” flow 
isolation when a room is up to temperature. This also 
allows individual circuit purging.

Optional functions

Measuring of flow using flow meters, allowing reading of 
dynamic flow during balancing. Measuring of temperature 
using thermostats integrated into the ball valves, one on 
the flow and one on the return rail.

These aid installation by allowing the installer to verify the 
hot water is flowing, and how much, as well as what flow 
and return temperatures are being achieved.

Differential by-pass, to prevent pump wear and tear.

Time/temperature wall stats, with set back facility, for the 
individual zones or rooms.

Wiring centre, allowing boiler interlock and pump stop/
start.
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Topway T2 Manifold System (continued)

Individual room zoning

Energy saving

Installing this kind of system can save a significant 
amount of money on fuel bills. It is particularly 
appropriate for use with public access buildings, like 
offices, schools and hotels. However with the increasing 
emphasis on legislation to save energy in both new 
and existing homes, Emmeti T2 manifolds offer a cost 
effective solution to  professional installers and specifiers 
in meeting today’s more stringent requirements

Electrothermic actuation

Electrothermic bodies are integrated into the return 
manifold, one per circuit. They are almost identical to 
TRV (Thermostatic Radiator Valve) bodies. 

An electrothermic head is mounted on top, at 2nd fix 
or final commissioning. This in turn is wired to a wiring 
centre (linking in to the boiler, pump and wall mounted 
room thermostats), which in turn is wired to each room 
or zone wall thermostat.

What happens

The electrothermic heads and bodies behave the same 
as a two port zone valve in a traditonal system. They also 
cost considerably less per circuit.

You are effectively zoning your heating by rooms or small 
areas, allowing individual tailored temperature control.

This means when a room or area gets up to 
temperature, the wall thermostat signals to the manifold 
electrothermic head (via the wiring centre), and that 
circuit is closed. This leaves the remaining circuits free 
to continue receiving heat. When all circuits have been 
actuated, closing flow to each, the wiring centre signals 
the pump (and boiler) to cease pumping (or providing 
heat).

Room Thermostats can be either simple electro-
mechanical, electronic, or more sophisticated digital 
combined time and temperature units.

This allows you to choose the time period when you 
want the room to receive heat, and allows a choice of 
two temperatures (comfort and energy saving), the 
choice is dependant on time and use of the room.

For further details of our full range of controls, please see 
section 6 ‘Zone Controls’ in our current Product Price List 
or Technical Product Guide

Example showing house with T2 manifold system installed and individual room controls
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1” - 1”1/4 pre-assembled distribution manifold nickel-
plated brass, DN20 24x19 takeoffs designed to be used 
with Monoblocco connectors.

Size Ways Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
1” 2 1 01299020 101.00
1” 3 1 01299022 118.10
1” 4 1 01299024 138.60
1” 5 1 01299026 158.20
1” 6 1 01299028 175.60
1” 7 1 01299030 197.20
1” 8 1 01299032 214.30
1” 9 1 01299034 231.50
1” 10 1 01299036 254.70
1” 11 1 01299038 271.90
1” 12 1 01299040 289.00

1”  (*) 2 1 01299730 109.00
1”  (*) 3 1 01299732 127.50
1”  (*) 4 1 01299734 149.70
1”  (*) 5 1 01299736 170.90
1”  (*) 6 1 01299738 190.00
1”  (*) 7 1 01299740 212.70
1”  (*) 8 1 01299742 231.20
1”  (*) 9 1 01299744 250.50
1”  (*) 10 1 01299746 274.90
1”  (*) 11 1 01299748 294.20
1”  (*) 12 1 01299750 312.70

1”1/4 4 1 01299054 154.50
1”1/4 5 1 01299056 178.00
1”1/4 6 1 01299058 199.20
1”1/4 7 1 01299060 221.10
1”1/4 8 1 01299062 242.20
1”1/4 9 1 01299064 260.50
1”1/4 10 1 01299066 287.70
1”1/4 11 1 01299068 308.70
1”1/4 12 1 01299070 330.30

Takeoffs 50 mm (flow and return).

(*) Flow and return are inverted.

The flow rail has an integrated red capped double regulating 
lockshield per circuit. The double lockshield regulation allows 
isolation and flow balancing of each circuit, using an outer (isolating) 
sleeve and an inner (balancing) sleeve.The lockshield valve can be 
upgraded to incorporate a flowmeter, with flowmeter kit 01306306 
(0 - 4l/min). The return rail has a blue capped integrated 
electrothermic body (ready for the electrothermic head) per circuit.

Pre-assembled manifold includes no.2 drain off/fill valves; no. 2 
automatic air vents; no. 2 blanking plugs. All pre-mounted onto a 
double offset bracket.

For ball valves, mounting brackets, blanking plugs, air vents and 
other accessories, please see ‘Accessories’ at the end of this 
section or refer to section 5 for the complete range

For  Monoblocco connectors, see  ‘Accessories’ at the end of this 
section or see section 17  ‘Monoblocco Connectors and Threaded 
fittings’ for the complete range of Monoblocco connectors and 
fittings.

Natural brass finish only on request. Euroconus connections 
available on request.

T2 Topway LS
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1” - 1”1/4  pre-assembled distribution manifold nickel-
plated brass, 24x19 takeoffs with lockshields with the 
flow meters included.

Takeoffs 50 mm (flow and return).

(*) Flow and return are inverted.

Flow rail has a white sleeved double regulating lockshield with a 
clear flow metering tube per circuit.  The double regulation allows 
isolation and flow balancing of each circuit, with the added ability to 
read the flow in litres per minute. Return rail has a blue capped 
integrated electrothermic body (ready for the head) per circuit.

Pre-assembled manifold includes no.2 drain off/fill valves; no. 2 
automatic air vents; no. 2 blanking plugs. All pre-mounted onto a 
double offset bracket.

For ball valves mounting brackets, blanking plugs, air vents and 
other accessories, please see ‘Accessories’ at the end of this 
section or refer to section 5 for the complete range

For  Monoblocco connectors, see  ‘Accessories’ at the end of this 
section or see section 17  ‘Monoblocco Connectors and Threaded 
fittings’ for the complete range of Monoblocco connectors and 
fittings.

Natural brass finish only on request. Euroconus connections 
available on request.

T2 Topway FM

Size Ways Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
1” 2 1 01299260 104.70
1” 3 1 01299262 123.80
1” 4 1 01299264 146.00
1” 5 1 01299266 167.40
1” 6 1 01299268 187.10
1” 7 1 01299270 209.30
1” 8 1 01299272 228.70
1” 9 1 01299274 247.60
1” 10 1 01299276 272.60
1” 11 1 01299278 291.50
1” 12 1 01299280 309.70

1”  (*) 2 1 01295060 105.20
1”  (*) 3 1 01295062 124.20
1”  (*) 4 1 01295064 146.70
1”  (*) 5 1 01295066 168.30
1”  (*) 6 1 01295068 187.50
1”  (*) 7 1 01295070 211.10
1”  (*) 8 1 01295072 230.10
1”  (*) 9 1 01295074 249.10
1”  (*) 10 1 01295076 274.40
1”  (*) 11 1 01295078 293.40
1”  (*) 12 1 01295080 312.40

1”1/4 4 1 01299294 168.30
1”1/4 5 1 01299296 194.80
1”1/4 6 1 01299298 218.70
1”1/4 7 1 01299300 243.30
1”1/4 8 1 01299302 267.00
1”1/4 9 1 01299304 287.80
1”1/4 10 1 01299306 318.10
1”1/4 11 1 01299308 341.80
1”1/4 12 1 01299310 366.00
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Topway T2 Manifold System (continued)

Connections, Dimensions and Pressure Drop/ Flow Rates

Type   2 ways  3 ways  4 ways  5 ways  6 ways  7 ways  8 ways  9 ways  10 ways  11 ways  12 ways
1”  L mm  172  222  272  322  372  422  472  522  572  622  672
1”1/4  L mm  -  -  282  332  382  432  482  532  582  632  682

  1”  1”1/4
A mm  39  43.5
B  mm 64  71.5
C  mm  65  69.5
D  mm  90  98.5
E  mm  354  364

Topway pre-assembled distribution manifold nickel-plated, with double regulating lockshields

Topway pre-assembled distribution manifold nickel-plated,with double regulating lockshield/flow meters 

included

  1”  1”1/4
A  mm  39  43.5
B  mm  64  71.5
C  mm  65  69.5
D  mm  90  98.5
E  mm  354  364

Type   2 ways  3 ways  4 ways  5 ways  6 ways  7 ways  8 ways  9 ways  10 ways  11 ways  12 ways
1”  L mm  172  222  272  322  372  422  472  522  572  622  672
1”1/4  L mm  -  -  282  332  382  432  482  532  582  632  682
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230V and 24V 8-way wiring centres specially designed for radiant heating and cooling applications

This new generation of EWC-1 wiring centres offers a 
host of features:

�� The built-in on-off switch means that when fault 
finding, adding new thermostats or electrothermic 
heads to the centre, work can go ahead safely 
without the need to isolate the whole system

�� The centre allows centralised time control of up to 8 
zones with a single time switch

�� Night setback using a single timeswitch can also be 
implemented with either live or neutral switching 
options catered for

�� Earth continuity terminals are integrated as 
standard, to allow equipment requiring earthing to 
be connected to the wiring centre

�� Pump live and neutral terminals with a 230V output 
make it simple to connect a pump to the centre

�� Separate boiler interlock terminals enable the boiler 
to be fired whether it requires a 230V  supply or a 
volt-free connection to the boiler terminals

�� With its 50 VA transformer, the 24V version allows 
up to 16 x 3W electrothermic heads to be controlled

�� Eight wiring channels have been provided with 
clearly marked terminals and ample room for 
making connections

�� Four loose ‘cap’ terminals have been provided 
to enable up to five electrothermic heads to be 
connected to two of the zone channels - more can 

be ordered
�� The EWC-1 wiring centre can be used inside 

manifold cabinets due to its specially protected 
enclosure rated at IP44

�� The status of the system can be monitored with the 
LED’s on the front of the casing without the need to 
open it. They show: 
- Power On 
- Boiler On 
- Pump On 
- 8 individual channel LED’s showing a call for  
  heat from the individual thermostats.

�� Cable clamping for multiple cables is included 
with each centre for quicker and easier cable 
management

Both versions come in an elegantly styled case and will 
satisfy almost all hardwired applications for both radiant 
heating and cooling

EWC-1 Hard-wired wiring centres with on-off switch

 Why you should choose Emmeti EWC-1 Wiring Centres
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Wiring Centres

Wiring centre for underfloor heating applications with connections 
for up to 8 thermostats/programmable thermostats (10 for 24v 
model) and up to 16 actuators.  Includes 2 night set back channels 
and separate volt free pump and boiler relays for independent time / 
temperature control for combined heating and hot water systems. 

Hard-wired wiring centres

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
230v wiring centre for 8 zones  1 90035210 179.00
24v wiring centre for 10 zones  1 U9900352 197.30

Wiring centres feature independent boiler and pump relays, 8 zone 
connections (with loose terminal connections to enable up to five 
actuators to connect to each zone), on-off switch to enable safe 
working inside the wiring centre and to thermostat and actuator 
connections.  Each circuit has an LED call for heat indicator. The 
centre includes connections for an external timeswitch to allow night 
set back operation for suitable thermostats. 

The 24v version incorporates a 50VA transformer with capacity for 
up to 15 x 3W actuators. Both versions offer IP43 protection to 
enable siting inside a manifold cabinet.

EWC-1 Hard wired wiring centres with on-off switch

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
230v 8-way wiring centre with on-off
switch   1  U9360010 133.40
24v 8-way wiring centre with on-off
switch   1  U9360020 179.20
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Model: 230V EWC-1 Wiring Centre 24V EWC-1 Wiring Centre

Emmeti Code: U9 360 010 U9 360 020

Dimension H x W x D (mm):  125 x 320 x 67 125 x 320 x 67

Weight 1000g 2047g

Power supply:  230V ~ ±10% 50Hz 230V ~ ±10%50Hz

Fuse rating: 8A, load protection 8A, load protection;  
  4A, transformer protection

Ambient temperature range:  0 °C to 40 °C 0 °C to 40 °C

Storage temperature range:  -10 °C to  50 °C -10 °C to 50 °C

Humidity limits 20% to 80% RH (non condensing) 20% to 80% RH (non condensing)

Enclosure rating IP44 IP44

Thermostat and actuator connection channels: 8 8

Maximum number of actuators per channel 5 5

Wiring Centre Outputs :
- Thermostats and actuators 230V 24V
- Pump** 230V 230V
- Boiler  Volt free Volt free
- Timeswitch 230V 230V* or 24V
- Night setback Volt free (live or neutral switching) Volt free (live or neutral switching)

Maximum electrical load:
- Total  (thermostats and actuators) 2A 2A
- Each channel 1.25A 1.25A
- Pump 5A @250V ~ 5A @250V ~
- Boiler 5A @250V ~ 5A @250V ~
Compliant with EMC and LV directives: EEC 2004/108 (EMC), 2006/95 (LVD)  EEC 2004/108 (EMC), 2006/95 (LVD)

EWC-1 Hard-wired wiring centres with on-off switch (continued)

Technical Data

*   On 24V models, note that when a 230V timeswitch is connected to the wiring centre, the wiring centre switch will not isolate 
the 230V supply to the timeswitch, but will isolate the 24V supply. The main isolator will therefore need to be switched off when 
working on the timeswitch.

**  There is a 2.5 minute time delay following a call for heat before the pump is energised

Wiring centres feature independent boiler and pump relays, 8 zone 
terminal connection blocks for thermostats and electrothermic 
heads (four loose cap terminals are included to enable up to five 
actuators to connect to two zones*), on-off switch to enable safe 
working inside the wiring centre and to thermostat and actuator 
connections.  Each circuit has an LED call for heat indicator. The 
centre includes connections for an external timeswitch to enable 
both central time control of thermostats and also night set back 
operation for suitable thermostats. 

The 24v version incorporates a 50VA transformer with capacity for 
up to 16 x 3W actuators. Both versions offer IP44 protection to 
enable siting inside a manifold cabinet.

* Additional cap terminals can be obtained, code U9 360 030

EWC-1 Hard-wired wiring centres with on-off switch

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
230v 8-way wiring centre with on-off
switch   1  U9360010 133.40
24v 8-way wiring centre with on-off
switch   1  U9360020 179.20
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Control T Electrothermic Heads

Emmeti have developed a new generation of Electrothermic heads, built around a sensitive wax/copper element, for respon-
sive actuation. Includes pop up indicator to show the valve in the open position, for ease of installation and maintenance. The 
loose ring threaded mounting can be used one handed, and the oval body shape allows finger space between each head.

 1 Polycarbonate casing
 2 Stainless steel spring
 3 PA6
 4 Steel radial stop ring
 5 Brass shelf EN 12164 CW614N

Note: The thermo-electric heads can be used in conjunction with:
Topway T2 and Floor Mixing Unit manifolds with valves. Supplied 
with 1m cable. 2 wire.

Control T - Electrothermic head normally closed

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
230v  1 01213240 15.77
24v  1 01213200 16.17

The valve opens upon receiving the command from the thermostat 
via a wiring box or any similar control device.

Technical data

�� Absorption 3.45 VA (230 V) 3 VA (24 V)
�� Protection: IP 40 (IP 44 vertical position)
�� Length: 1 m
�� Breakaway current: 0.35 A (model 24 V) - 0.25 A (model 230V)
�� Closing/opening time: 5-6 min
�� Stroke length: 3.6mm
�� 2-wire

Note: The thermo-electric heads can be used in conjunction with:
Topway T2 and Floor Mixing Unit manifolds with valves. Supplied 
with 1m cable. 4-wire. The two additional cores are connected to an 
auxiliary switch which allows an external load to be energised on 
operation of the head.

Control T - Electrothermic head normally closed with end 
switch (5 A 230 V)

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
230v with micro switch  1 01213250 20.89
24v with micro switch  1 01213210 21.30

Technical data

�� Absorption 3.45 VA (230 V) 3 VA (24 V)
�� Protection IP 40 (IP 44 vertical position)
�� Cable length: 1 m
�� End switch: 5 A 230 V
�� Breakaway current: 0.35 A (model 24 V) - 0.25 A (model 230V)
�� Closing/opening time: 5-6 min
�� Stroke length: 3.6mm
�� 4-wire

 6 Polycarbonate base
 7 M30x1.5 brass ring nut EN 12164 CW614N nickel plated
 8 PVC cable
 9 Microswitch 5A
 10 Wax expansion electrothermal actuator
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Control T Electrothermic Heads (continued)

Note: The thermo-electric heads can be used in conjunction with:
Topway T2 and Floor Mixing Unit manifolds with valves. Supplied 
with 1m cable. 2-wire.

Control T - Electrothermic head normally open

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
230v  1 01213280 15.93
24v  1 01213260 16.13

Supplied  with double sided adhesive tape, for use with Control T 
heads fitted to other makes of manifold.
 

Adaptor for Control T Electrothermic heads

Size  Pcs./Pack  Code  Price £
Spacing disc c. 9mm dia. X 1mm thick 12 90039364 0.69

Electrothermic Heads

Dimensions

62
 m

m

34 mm

3 
m

m

44 mm

Model 2-wire n/c 4-wire n/c 2-wire n/o

Code :   230V
               24V

01213240
01213200

01213250
01213210

01213280
01213260

Enclosure Rating IP 40 (IP44 vertical position)

Power absorption 230V:3.45VA 24V: 3VA

Closing / opening 
time

5 – 6 minutes

Auxiliary switch 
rating

5A 230V

Stroke length 4mm

Cable length 1m

Breakaway current 24V: 0.35A 230V: 0.25A

Connection M30 x 1.5

Technical Data

The valve opens upon receiving the command from the thermostat 
via a wiring box or any similar control device.

Technical data

�� Absorption - protection 3.45 VA (230 V) 3 VA (24 V)
�� Protection: IP 40 (IP 44 vertical position)
�� Length: 1 m
�� Breakaway current: 0.35 A (model 24 V) - 0.25 A (model 230 V)
�� Closing/opening time: 5-6 min
�� Stroke length: 3.6 mm
�� 2-wire
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Technical Product Guide : 5th Edition

Touchscreen Range

A range of three wall-mounted thermostats - two 
thermostats and one programmable thermostat - using 
an extra large backlit LCD display together with a simple 
touchscreen user interface to adjust the temperature 
setting and temperature differential.

Both the programmable thermostat and one of the 
thermostats also incorporate innovative backlighting 
which changes colour depending whether the 
temperature is below, at or above the set temperature.

  U9 002 200  U9 002 260 02018074
  U9 002 210  U9 002 270 U9 002 310
  U9 002 220  U9 002 280 U9 002 320

Dimension H x L x W (mm):   81.9 x 111.0 x 26.0  81.9 x 130.5 x 27.0

Operating voltage:                                         2 x 1.5 Vdc LR03/AAA        230Vac 50 Hz 230Vac 50Hz

Temperature control range:   +5 °C / + 35 °C  +5 °C / + 35 °C

Temperature display range:   +0 °C / + 40 °C  +0 °C / + 40 °C

Switching capacity (changeover contact):  

- at resistive loads:    max 6 A 250 Vac 50 Hz max 6 A 250 Vac 50 Hz

- at inductive loads, cos�� = 0.6:   max 2 A 250 Vac 50 Hz max 2 A 250 Vac 50 Hz

Switching output:    floating  floating

Display:     Standard blue backlit       3-colour backlit 3-colour backlit

Frost protection setting:   + 5 °C  + 7 °C

Ambient temperature:   -5 °C / + 45°C  0 °C / + 45°C

Differential:    0.4 / 0.6 °C  0.2/ 2.0 °C

Temperature accuracy:   +/- 1 °C at 20 °C  +/- 1 °C at 20 °C

Reading resolution:    0.5 °C  0.1 °C

Programming:   -  Daily @ 1 hour intervals

Displayed temp. update:   every 10 seconds  every 10 seconds

Class of protection:    II  II

Ingress protection:    IP30  IP30

Comply with EMC and LV directives:  LVD: EN 60730-1  LVD: EN 60730-1

   EN 60730-2-7   EN 60730-2-7

   EN 60730-2-9  EN 60730-2-9

   EMC: EN 55014-1   EMC: EN 55014-1

   EN 55014-2  EN 55014-2

    EN 61000-3-2   EN 61000-3-2

   EN 61000-3-3  EN 61000-3-3

Technical Data

Standard touch screen

thermostat with blue

backlit display and optional

night set back facility

Enhanced touch screen

thermostat with three colour

backlit display and optional

night set back facility

Touch screen 24hour

programmable thermostat with

three colour backlit display and

automatic night setback feature
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Touchscreen LCD room thermostat

230v / 24v  3 contact with LCD 
display, white case  1 U9 002 200 66.36
230v / 24v  3 contact with LCD display, 
dark grey case  1 U9 002 210 66.36
230v / 24v 3 contact with LCD display, 
silver case  1 U9 002 220 69.01

Touchscreen Thermostats (continued)

Mains powered electronic thermostat with touchscreen adjustment,
night setback facility and 3 colour backlit display to identify comfort
level to end-user. To adjust set temperature, simply touch and hold
contact on the screen, anywhere. The set temperature then flashes.
Touch the left hand side to reduce and the right hand side to increase
the set temperature. The screen backlighting will change colour to
indicate comfort level to the user. The colours are: Blue - below the 
set temperature, Amber - at the set temperature, Red - above the set
temperature The temperature differential can be set to 0.4oC or 0.6oC.

For installation requirements see ‘Installation requirements’,
‘Connection and dimensions’ and ‘Wiring’ at the end of this section

Touchscreen 3 colour LCD room thermostat

230v 3 contact with LCD 
3 colour display, white case  1 U9 002 260 69.01
230v 3 contact with LCD 
3 colour display, dark grey case  1 U9 002 270 69.01
230v 3 contact with LCD 
3 colour display, silver case  1 U9 002 280 71.67

Mains powered electronic 24 hr programmable thermostat with
touch screen operation, simple mechanical dipswitch programming
with two level temperature control and large backlit 3 colour LCD
display to identify comfort level to the end user. To adjust set
temperature, simply touch and hold contact on the screen, anywhere.
The set temperature then flashes. Touch the left hand side to reduce
and the right hand side to increase the set temperature.

A simple choice of set temperature (comfort) or setback (economy)
temperature is available by moving the programming dipswitches to
the left (set temperature)or or to the right (setback temperature).
Setback temperature is always 3oc less than the on-screen set
temperature. There are 24 switches enabling daily programming in
1 hour intervals. The screen backlighting will change colour to
indicate comfort level to the user. The colours are: Blue - below the
set temperature, Amber - at the set temperature, Red - above the
set temperature Includes anti-frost function.

For installation requirements see ‘Installation requirements’,
‘Connection and dimensions’ and ‘Wiring’ at the end of this section.

 Touchscreen 24 hr programmable room thermostat with 3 
colour LCD

230v 3 contact with LCD 
3 colour display, white case  1 02018074 96.54 
230v 3 contact with LCD 
3 colour display, dark grey case  1 U9 002 310 102.40
230v 3 contact with LCD 
3 colour display, silver case  1 U9 002 320 106.60

Battery powered electronic thermostat with touchscreen adjustment, 
night setback facility and backlit display. To adjust set temperature, 
simply touch and hold contact on the screen, anywhere. The set 
temperature then flashes. Touch the left hand side to reduce and the 
right hand side to increase the set temperature. The temperature 
differential can be set to 0.4oC or 0.6oC.

For installation requirements see ‘Installation requirements’, 
‘Connection and dimensions’ and ‘Wiring’ at the end of this section.


